The prediction of protein structural class using averaged chemical shifts.
Knowledge of protein structural class can provide important information about its folding patterns. Many approaches have been developed for the prediction of protein structural classes. However, the information used by these approaches is primarily based on amino acid sequences. In this study, a novel method is presented to predict protein structural classes by use of chemical shift (CS) information derived from nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. Firstly, 399 non-homologue (about 15% identity) proteins were constructed to investigate the distribution of averaged CS values of six nuclei ((13)CO, (13)Cα, (13)Cβ, (1)HN, (1)Hα and (15)N) in three protein structural classes. Subsequently, support vector machine was proposed to predict three protein structural classes by using averaged CS information of six nuclei. Overall accuracy of jackknife cross-validation achieves 87.0%. Finally, the feature selection technique is applied to exclude redundant information and find out an optimized feature set. Results show that the overall accuracy increased to 88.0% by using the averaged CSs of (13)CO, (1)Hα and (15)N. The proposed approach outperformed other state-of-the-art methods in terms of predictive accuracy in particular for low-similarity protein data. We expect that our proposed approach will be an excellent alternative to traditional methods for protein structural class prediction.